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Message from the president

sides of the frame, as well as adding an element of drama to an otherwise good, but not great, image.

Hello friends and fellow members. Everything is

These are just the most commonly used filters. There
are many more specialized filters but these are the
ones most photographers carry in their camera bags.

going well with our club. By the time this is published we will have had our Holiday Party and I trust
all had a great time. A special thanks to Monroe for
putting together a slideshow utilizing Holiday pictures sent in by our members.

Clearing up Filters For Lenses
UV / Haze and Skylight filters protect the surface of
your lens against scratches, dust, moisture and fingerprints, which in the long term can harm the lens
coatings. UV / Haze and Skylight filters also minimize atmospheric haze, which results in better
overall image quality. Protective filters also keep
dust, moisture and fingerprints at bay, but are not
as effective in cutting through atmospheric haze.

I hope this helps you to better understand filters.
Keep shooting,

Kevin Burke
MGNCC President

Dates for the 2017 — 2018 Club Year

Polarizing filters reduce or eliminate distracting reflections from the surface of glass, water and other
polished surfaces, darken skies, make clouds pop
from their surroundings and saturate color by reducing stray ambient glare.
Polarizing filters are also available combined with
warming filters, enhancing filters and diffusion filters. Weather-resistant Kaeseman Polarizers are
also available for use in extreme, damp climates.
Neutral density (ND) filters block varying degrees of
light from striking the imaging sensor (or film) in
order to shoot at wider apertures under bright
lighting conditions, blur moving objects in the
frame regardless of ambient light levels and allow
for better exposure control when shooting video or
film.
ND and Color Graduated filters darken or tint the
top or bottom (or left and right) portion of the
frame while leaving the opposite side untouched.
They are useful for equalizing exposures of scenes
containing extreme lighting variables on opposing
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December 18, 2017

click here for the

Holiday Slide Show
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click on this page to view all of the photographs, full-size online
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The MGNCC provides our members with concise,
cumulative and detail up-to-date scores on our
web site, MGNCC.org, for our
competitions, both digital and print.
Also included are PFLI scores and a report of
member classifications.
Links to MGNCC Reports
Digital Color
Cumulative

Digital Color
Detail

Digital B&W
Cumulative

Digital B&W
Detail

Creative
Cumulative

Creative
Detail

PFLI Scores

Member
Class

Creative Scores
will be available for
January 2018
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Send us your Birthday month
at
mgncc@optonline.net
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2016 — 2017 Executive Board

Fellows Of The Manhasset Great Neck
Camera Club

President

Kevin Burke

Vice President

John Bruno

Vice President

Monroe Halpern

Vice President

Haig Hachadoorian

Editorial Vice President

Bob Ebenau

Vice President of Library Affairs

James Pelzer

Treasurer

Allen Michelson

*Eric Kahn, APSA, APFLI

Recording Secretary

Ldia Zissimatos

*George Novello

Gerald Appel
*Joseph Boverman
*Herbert Goldschmidt
*Sidney Goldstein, FPSA, FPFLI

Jim Pion, AMC, FMC
Board of Directors
Rules Committee Chair
Program Co-Chairs
Hospitality Chair
Membership Chair
PFLI Delegates
Field Trip Coordinators
Competition Committee Chair

*Daniel Zirinsky
Monroe Halpern
Jan Altes
Ronny Hachadoorian
Dawn Steinberg
Rose Tracey
Suzan Goldstein,
Dale Goldstein
Jan Altes
Ronny Hachadoorian
Monroe Halpern

* Deceased

MGNCC Information Management
Database Administration

Monroe Halpern

Website Administration

Bob Ebenau

1st Immediate Past President

John Bruno

2nd Immediate Past President

Haig Hachadoorian

3rd Immediate Past President

Monroe Halpern
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the Back Page
To amplify upon the message from our president, Kevin Burke, about the choice and use of filters
for interchangeable lens cameras, I thought that a further discussion of this subject by Ken Rockwell, a wonderful writer about all things photographic (and some not), would be helpful in
clarifying (or further confusing???) this subject for you.
Click here for a link to Ken’ articles:

Introduction
The selection of the proper filter is actually far more important than any choice of lens or camera.
I'm big on filters. The filter has a large and real effect on your image. Lens brand or sharpness does not.
Yes, you need filters even with your digital camera and Photoshop. Polarizers and grad filters need to be used before the lens and
are not well, if at all, simulatable electronically. Digital cameras are excused from most of the color conversion filters, since you
dial these in as white balance settings. I still use a mild warming filter (81A) on all my digital cameras since I prefer the look I get,
even with the WB adjusted warm.
The more you learn about photography the more you'll also learn that artificial filters and manipulation are required to make a
natural looking image. Ansel Adams realized that human perception and the photographic processes are quite different. Therefore
one needs to use a lot of filtration, manipulation and burning and dodging to compensate for the human eye and brain's image
processing to create an image on paper that looks natural. (You can read this in his books.) This is why most snapshots don't look
like the original scene. Artificial processes and image manipulation are needed to make a photograph look natural.
Armchair photographers like to play a stupid game that prohibits anything creative and requires they just play forensic photographers blindly Xeroxing nature without filters. I only judge people on the final image, not the process. Sadly these folks get images
that are both dull and unnatural.
I'm not trying to reproduce nature. I encourage people to be creative. I personally use any sort of artificial anything I can to create
the look I want. I'm expressing my imagination, not trying to duplicate reality.
That said, the best images come when nature is at her best, and at those times she needs no enhancement. The good images I
show on this website are mostly made without filters. I usually use filters when the light is not perfect to pump it up. Photos made
during epic light are much better than those made under lesser light with filters attempting to compensate.
When the light is bad I try to salvage things with filters. These are the photos that usually make it to the trash. Yes, they are much
better than the unfiltered photos made under those conditions, but no, they are not the more spectacular images I actually show
people.
Michael Fatali has nothing to worry about. Filters and Photoshop still can't replace being in the right place at the right time.
Many ask if I use filters to get the great colors you see in my galleries. Usually I don't. I use filters to try to make good light out of
bad light, and the results are better than without filters, but not as good as having good light to begin with.
I also make a point of seeking out wild colors, using Fuji Velvia slide film to capture the wildness, and then make sure that I'm in
the right place at the right time. It sounds simple, but few people do it.
If you shoot print film you just can't get these vivid colors on paper. Heck, try hitting the PRINT button on your browser (illegal for
my copyrighted site) and note how vivid colors on your screen fade on paper.

Filters for Digital Cameras
You still need grad neutral density and polarizers, same as with film explained in paragraphs below. These effects cannot be duplicated electronically. nik multimedia's color efx pro is the best way to simulate these looks if you forgot to use the filter when you
made the shot. …(continued)
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